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About This Game

A portal has opened and dark magic is pouring through! Only you can close the gateway and defeat the evil Ice Golem!

By creating matches of three or more runes, you'll collect the magic that will allow you to cast spells and complete tasks. But
you'll need to hurry: time is short!

As you remove obstacles from the game board and complete the fast-moving levels, you'll earn coins that allow you to purchase
and then upgrade boosters and spells. A booster might give you more time to complete a level or grant you special abilities; a
spell might collect a fistful of runes or unleash a destructive wave across the game board, saving you precious seconds. With
each bump in power, the spells become more and more dazzling until the screen explodes in a stunning display of animated

effects.

Do well and you will not only cleanse your land of the wicked scourge but you'll also earn achievements that will be the envy of
your friends. Tackle the challenge of the ages and become the Rune Lord!

Key features:

•Beat dozens of nail-biting levels
•Explore five stunning worlds

•Enjoy spectacular animated effects
•Max out over a dozen boosters and spells

•Earn over 20 achievements
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Title: Rune Lord
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Adept Studios GD
Publisher:
Alawar Entertainment
Release Date: 30 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB 3D video card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Shader Model 3.0

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Russian
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This is your standard "match3" game (moving tile to align 3+ tiles-kind) - made with Unity.

Game play wise, it's very similar to Treasures Of Montezuma (TOM) serie, where you can match in succession the same color
and it would trigger a bonus (additional time, fireball, lightning, etc.). The "story" isn't that grand, however. Neither is the
number of upgrades - compared to TOM.

There are in-game achievements (quite challenging, for some of them).

Strangely, this game suffer the same issue as in TOM - albeit not as systematically - if you're too fast at matching, it won't be
recognized as two matches in succession for the color bonus ...

Last, there are 3 levels of difficulty. The most difficult one (don't remember the name) is REALLY VERY difficult with almost
impossible odds to overcome. Expect a LOT of replay there.

I'm playing on Win7 64bit without any problem.
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